
Hush Flush®

CISTERN OUTLET VALVE - DUAL FLUSH

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

BUTTON

BUTTON FLANGE

STIRRUP

OVERFLOW TUBE

LIFTING ROD

STIRRUP CATCH CLIP

RESIDUAL WATER VALVE

OUTLET SEALING WASHER

DETACHABLE BASE

WEDGE WASHER

BACKNUT

1. Turn off water at cistern tap. Flush cistern.
2. Remove cistern button by unscrewing anti-clockwise and remove lid.

HANDY HINT: place bucket underneath the outlet, as some water will remain in 
the cistern.
3. Remove flushpipe by unscrewing the flushpipe nut under the cistern.
4. Remove old valve by unscrewing the backnut  i  at bottom of valve.
5. Preparing your Hush Flush Outlet Valve.

Short Flush

Long Flush

HALF  FLUSH
CURSOR

H

D

Measure the cistern
-H (From the top of the lid to the inside base of the cistern)
-D (Diameter of the hole in the cistern lid)

                         Height H of cistern

               Diameter D     Diameter D
              of hole in lid        of hole
             18 to 38 mm         in lid
                     a nd               38 to
             45 to 50 mm       44 mm
       11   430 to 417      448 to 435
       10   416 to 405      434 to 423
        9     404 to 393      422 to 411
        8    392 to 381      410 to 399
        7    380 to 369      398 to 387
        6    368 to 357      386 to 375
        5    356 to 345      374 to 363
        4    344 to 333      362 to 351
        3    332 to 321      350 to 339
        2    320 to 309      338 to 327
        1    308 to 297      326 to 315
      Mini   296 to 282      314 to 300
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Check the position of the stirrup 
If the stirrup c  is correctly positioned
according to the table, proceed to step 6. 
Otherwise, carry out all of the following steps:
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5a Unclip the lifting rod    
5b Remove the stirrup   c
5c  Cut the overflow tube  d   if necessary
       according to the table below

5d Reposition the stirrup in its seat
       and slide it to the required position
       (desired setting notch number
       visible)
5e Clip lift rod  e  back into the hole of
      the overflow tube  d  which has the same
      number as that of the setting notch  
5f  Unscrew the back nut  

5 b
5 a + 5b =

5 c

5 d

5 e

Visible stirrup notch
no.3 = position of lift rod no.3

  

Stirrup notch

           
          

 3

                       

 C mark visible

          

 2

                       

 F mark visible

          

 1

                        

I mark visible

       

 Mini

                     

 L mark visible

6.  Install your new FIX-A-LOO Hush Flush Valve with
     the wedge washer  h  sealing inside the cistern. 
     Fix the back nut,  flushpipe ring and nut. Tighten all
     fittings. The body of the FIX-A-LOO Hush Flush Valve
     is easily removed from the base after installation, by
     rotating in an anti-clockwise direction.

HANDY HINT: For trouble-free operation, fit new flushpipe cone 
(Product #208798).

NOTE: Cisterns with 16-25mm lid button openings use button supplied. Cisterns
with 40-50mm openings the outer flange  b  is removed by unscrewing the button 
from the valve assembly and sliding the outer flange down and off.

Flange fitted for 16-25mm 
lid hole

Flange removed for 38-50mm 
lid hole

7.  Set the water level to achieve a 6 litre full flush by adjusting the cistern inlet valve.

8.  To adjust the water level of the 3 litre half flush, reposition the half flush cursor  f .      
     Position #1 for minimum flush (approx 1.5 litres), position #10 for approx 3 litre
     flush & position #18 for a maximum flush (approx 4.5 litres).

NOTE:  Increasing the residual water level can improve the toilet flushing process and also reduce the 6 
litre full flush.  To do this, slide the residual water valve  g  to the left.
Position #5 will achieve an approximate full flush of 4.5 litres.
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 i

9.   Refit lid and button  a  . If the button is recessed or low, 
the stirrup is incorrectly 

     positioned. Undo button and adjust using step 5.

10.   Re-assemble lid and button, turn on water and check 
for leaks. 

WARNING: Upon installation, please ensure that backflow prevention com-
plies with the requirements of AS/NZS 3500.1

Maintenance

1.  After having opened the cistern, turn the 
mechanism 90 Degrees to seperate it from  
its strainer

2. Change the valve gasket

3.  Reposition the mechanism, locking it into 
 the strainer

4. Close the Cistern Again
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